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Alongside other classic cocktails such as the Old Fashioned, the Mint Julep, and the Martini, the Manhattan
has been a staple of the sophisticated bar scene since the late nineteenth century. Never out of style, this

iconic drink has seen a renaissance in the contemporary craft cocktail movement, its popularity boosted by
TVs Mad Men. In theory, the recipe is simple: a mixture of whiskey, vermouth, and bitters stirred with ice,
strained, and presented in a cocktail glass that is garnished with a cherry. But the exact ingredients and the
proportions - as well as the drink's true origins - inspire great debate. This essential guide covers everything

that the aficionado needs to know about the classic cocktail through an examination of its history and
ingredients. Author Albert W. A.

Rub the orange peel around the rim of the cocktail. The World Cocktail Championships WCC are organised
annually by the International Bartenders Association. I took this pic a while traveling through Europe. A

Manhattan is a cocktail made using whisky sweet vermouth and bitters.

Manhattan Cocktail Origin

There are some who adhere to drymartini dogma when making a manhattan thinking the drink improves with
less vermouth. Stir in a circular motion for about 30 seconds or until the drink is very cold if youd like a
drink with less bite stir longer. Something classic refined potent . The Grand Manhattan cocktail is an

orangeflavored version of the whiskey Manhattan that features a robust bourbon. This delightful mix of rye or
bourbon whiskey sweet. Iain Marshall began mixing drinks with much success. Fill a mixing glass a few
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inches high with ice.
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